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WORLD-WIDE FRENCH EXPERIENCE IN
RESEARCH REACTOR FUEL CYCLE TRANSPORTATION

DaniMe Raisonnier - TransnucMaire

ABSTRACT

Since 1963 Transnuel6aire has safely performed a large number of national and international
transports of radioactive material. Transnucl,6aire has also designed and supplied suitable
packagings for all types of nuclear fuel cycle radioactive material from front-end and back-
end products and for power or for research reactors.

Transportation of the nuclear fuel material for power reactors is made on a regular and
industrial basis. The transportation of material for the research reactor fuel cycle is quite
different due to the small quantities involved, the categorisation of material and the numerous
places of delivery world-wide.

Adapted solutions exist, which require a reactive rganisation dealing with all the
transportation issues for LEU (Low Enriched Uranium) and HEU (Highly Enriched Uranium)
products as metal, oxide, fresh fuel elements, spent fuel elements including supply of
necessary transport packaging and equipment.

This presentation will 

• explain the choices made by Transnueldaire and its associates to provide and optimise the
corresponding services,

• demonstrate the capability to achieve, through reliable partnerships, transport operations
involving new routes, specific equipment and new political constraints while respecting
sophisticated Safety and Security regulations.

INTRODUCTION

Leading supplier of containers for the nuclear industry, Transnucldaire has a broad experience
in the design, licensing and manufacture of all the packagings required. Transnucl6aire
provides <( door to door >> transport services for all types of radioactive material for research
reactors.
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CURRENT ISSUES ON TRANSPORTATION OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL FOR
RESEARCH REACTOR

The transport of fresh and irradiated material from Light Water Reactors (LWR) is made on
an industrial scale in Europe and from Japan to Europe. The French experience gained in this
field has demonstrated its maturity in terms of safety, reliability, cost-efficiency and
environment impact.

The transportation of fresh MTR or Triga material (metal or oxide fuel elements) is subject to
the same basic regulations regarding safety with more stringent requirements with regard to
security (physical protection aspects). The transportation of MTR spent fuel is subject to the
same regulations as LWR spent fuel.

To be able to provide and optimise the transports services in full compliance with applicable
regulations and customers requirements it is our role to pay a special attention to the
following issues 

Transport Regulations

The transport of all radioactive materials is regulated by the IAEA International Atomic
Energy Agency) Regulations (Safety series n 6 which are generally incorporated in national
and international regulations. Following a comprehensive review by panels of experts a
revised version of the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material was
approved by the Board of Governors in October 1996. This updated regulation will be in force
at the turn of the century and incorporated in national and international regulations at the same
time.

The basic principle of the IAEA Regulations is that the safety is vested in the package
permitting the transport by all conventional modes (road, rail, air and water). It is nevertheless
important to take now into consideration two key amendments of this 1996 revision regarding
air transport:

• a more robustly designed packages (type C package) will be required for high activity
material

• additional subcritical conditions are imposed for packages containing fissile material.

With regard to marine transport the International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code
has been supplemented in early 1995 by the INF Code laying down stringent requirements for
ships transporting Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and High-Level Radioactive Waste.
This code is not a mandatory instrument but is now implemented in numerous countries. The
INF Code should be kept under review and be aended as necessary to cover other issues
such as route planning, notifications, tracking and third-party liability.
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Cisk licensing

A special attention has also to be paid to the renewal of certificates of approval for packages
in use for several decades. Most of the competent authorities are taking this opportunity to
review more deeply the safety assessments (particularly criticality aspect and drop accident
conditions) under full Quality Assurance program, keeping in mind their enhanced
Compliance Assurance obligations.

TRANSNUCLEAIRE ANSWERS

Cask developments

* Transport of uranium components (fresh and reprocessed material)

For material enriched to 20 or more we have developed the TN BGC-1. The TN BGC I is a
type B(U)F package designed for the transport and storage of fissile materials such as highly
enriched uranium. It is licensed in France -F/313/B(U)F- to accommodate 13 different types
of contents. Validations and or approval certificates have been obtained in the United
Kingdom, in Spain and in the CIS. Approval is presently under review by the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) and should be issued shortly. This package is in ftill
compliance with the 1985 IAEA Regulations and will meet the requirements of the 1996
IAEA Regulations for the transport of Uranium components by all modes of transport.

The packaging consists of a cylindrical body made of stainless steel and resin fitted with a
special closure system. The body is surrounded by a protective cage in aluminium. During
transport, the top part of the packaging is protected by a shock absorbing cover.

The main features are the following 
- overall dimensions 600 x 600 x 1821 mm
- empty weight: 280 kg
- maximum loaded weight: 396 kg.

The currently approved contents, as concerns Uranium, are:
• a maximum of 40 kg of uranium enriched in U 235 to any degree, in the form of uranium

oxide powder (UO2 or U308).
• ingots or compact assemblies of non-cladded plates with a maximum weight of 45 kg

metallic uranium content
• uranyl nitrate up to 95 enrichment (capacity 10 liters)
• uranium oxide pellets (about 45 kg of U02)
• uranium in any solid form (up to 17 kg of U235).

The transport of reprocessed uranium is also authorised by this certificate. Transport of other
contents as Triga fuel elements should also be considered with additional safety/criticality
analysis.

More than 200 TN BGC 1 packagings have been manufactured and are now in operation.
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We are working on a new package design for fresh MTR fuel elements in order to comply
with the new regulations and to cover the needs of customers asking for better performances
and capacity and to cover new fuel design.

o Transport of spent fuel

A new family of casks meeting the last requirements of the IAEA Regulation is under
development. A cask to replace the IU04 cask with a better capacity will be made available in
1998 to meet several needs French programs (CEA, ILL) and international programs such as
MTR spent fuel return to the U. S. and delivery to COGEMA reprocessing plant.

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

The quantities of material to be transported for the whole research reactor fuel cycle are not
very important in weight, but the problems to solve are numerous. This activity will probably
not become a routine activity. Considering the evolution of the situation in several fields
(sources of uranium supply, political constraints, evolution of the regulations) it is important
for the reactor operators to rely on transport companies having a good knowledge about all
international transportation aspects.

Shipments of fresh uranium (metal or fuel elements) are regularly performed between several
places in Europe and to Eastern countries and the U.S. All the transport modes can be used
depending on the specific requirements of each country. Details about recent transport
developments will be presented during the Conference (transport of Fort St Vrain ftiel to
France for processing and blending, transport of material from Russia to France).

The new possibilities offered to the reactor operators to send back to the U. S. their US-spent
fuel assemblies for storage and or to France for reprocessing at La Hague COGEMA plant
will increase the number of ocean transports.

To transport this spent fuel (INF material) in fall compliance with IMO A 748 Resolution,
Transnucl6aire proposes now several INF 2-certified ships. Two of them (< Bouguenais and
<< Beaulieu >>, are operated under an exclusive contract with a French ship-owner. These ships
are not exclusively dedicated to the transportation of nuclear material in order to keep the
ocean transport at a reasonable level of price.

These ships have been used for several transports in Europe (Spain, Sweden, France), from
Japan to the U.S. and from Europe to the U. S. for delivery of MTR spent fuel to the U. S.
Department of Energy Savannah River Site through the military port of Sunny Point in 1995,
and Charleston Naval Weapons Station in September 1996.

In conclusion, Transnucl6aire and its affiliates demonstrate their capabilities to achieve
through reliable partnerships transport programs involving new routes, dedicated equipment
and new political constraints while meeting sophisticated regulations.
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